Abstract. Using rotationally parabolic refractive x-ray lenses made of beryllium, we focus hard x-ray free-electron laser pulses of the Linac Coherent Light Source (LCLS) down to a spot size in the 100 nm range. We demonstrated efficient nanofocusing and characterized the nanofocused wave field by ptychographic imaging [A. Schropp, et al., Sci. Rep. 3, 1633] in the case of monochromatic LCLS pulses produced by a crystal monochromator that decreases the LCLS bandwidth down to ∆E/E = 1.4 · 10 −4 . The full spectrum of LCLS pulses generated by self-amplified spontaneous emission (SASE), however, fluctuates and has a typical bandwidth of a few per mille (∆E/E ≈ 2 · 10 −3 ). Due to the dispersion in the lens material, a polychromatic nanobeam generated by refractive x-ray lenses is affected by chromatic aberration. After reviewing the chromaticity of refractive x-ray lenses, we discuss the influence of increased bandwidth on the quality of a nanofocused SASE pulse.
Introduction
The ultra-short pulses of x-ray free-electron lasers open the way for the investigation of the dynamics of matter on atomic time and length scales. Focusing these pulses to 100 nanometers and below is crucial for many experiments, such as high-resolution and time-resolved imaging with single pulses, the study of non-linear optical phenomena, and the creation of matter in extreme conditions [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] . Several optics have been shown to be capable of focusing XFEL pulses to these small dimensions, such as Fresnel zone plates [6, 7] , Kirkpatrick-Baez mirrors [8] , and refractive x-ray lenses [9] .
Today, refractive x-ray optics are widely spread at synchrotron radiation sources and are typically used in conjunction with a crystal monochromator. For monochromatic radiation, e. g., a relative bandwidth of ∆E/E = 1.4 · 10 −4 for Si (111) reflections, chromatic aberrations of refractive x-ray lenses are negligible. The typical bandwidth of an XFEL pulse generated by self-amplified spontaneous emission (SASE) is about one order of magnitude wider than that of a Si (111) crystal monochromator. In the case of the Linac Coherent Light Source (LCLS) at the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center in Menlo Park, California, USA, the typical SASE bandwidth is about ∆E/E = 2 · 10 −3 .
In this article we investigate the effect of this mild polychromaticity on the nanofocusing capabilities of parabolic refractive x-ray lenses using geometric arguments. Alternatively, an approach using longitudinal coherence could be followed, as demonstrated for diffractive optics [10] . For an ideal parabolic refractive lens and a more realistic optic that shows weak spherical aberrations, we model the intensity distribution around the nominal focus for monochromatic radiation, Gaussian spectral distributions of different width, and for a more realistic SASE spectrum. In a recent experiment, we focused monochromatic XFEL radiation to the 100 nanometer level by parabolic refractive x-ray lenses made of beryllium and characterized the nanobeam using the method of ptychography [9, 11] . Using the complex wave field reconstructed in this way, we calculate the chromatic aberrations of the optics and its consequences for nanofocusing.
Characterizing XFEL pulses by ptychography
We used ptychography to characterize the nanofocused x-ray pulses of the LCLS. A detailed account of this experiment can be found in [9] . The x-ray pulses were focused by parabolic refractive x-ray lenses made of beryllium [12, 13] . The compound lens was made of N = 20 single lenses with a radius of curvature R = 50 µm. The aperture was defined by a pinhole to 300 µm [cf. Fig. 1 ]. The expected diffraction limited focal spot size for this optic is 115 nm (full width half maximum, FWHM).
The experiments were carried out at the Matter in Extreme Conditions (MEC) endstation located 464 m downstream of the SASE undulator in the far experimental hall of LCLS. A Bartel type monochromator was used to filter the beam to a relative bandwidth of ∆E/E ≈ 1.4 × 10 −4 at an energy of E = 8.194 keV.
In order to characterize the nanofocused XFEL pulses, we recorded a ptychogram of a test sample. Ptychography is a scanning coherent diffraction imaging technique, in which a sample is scanned through a confined coherent x-ray beam in two dimensions perpendicular to the optical axis [14, 15] . At each position of the scan, a far-field diffraction pattern is recorded. The step size in between adjacent scan points is chosen such that the illuminated areas overlap. From these data, the complex transmission function of the object and the complex illuminating wave field in the plane of the sample can be reconstructed [16, 17, 18] . This method is ideal for quantitative x-ray imaging with highest spatial resolutions [19, 20, 21, 22] even in three dimensions [23, 24, 25] . Using a test object, the coherent beam can be fully characterized by ptychography [26, 27, 28, 29] , giving access to the full caustic [30] . By now, the method is routinely applied to characterize x-ray nanofocusing optics at synchrotron radiation sources and the beam properties of hard x-ray scanning microscopes [31] .
The test sample was placed into the XFEL beam about 0.5 mm downstream of the focal Figure 2 . Reconstructed complex wave field propagated ±15 mm along the optical axis. Phase is encoded in color, amplitudes in hue. The caustic reveals a spherical aberration of the refractive x-ray optics, as the paraxial rays are focused to a shorter focal length (pointed to by arrow 1) whereas the peripheral rays coincide at a larger focal distance (pointed to by arrow 2). The inset shows the up-scaled wave field near position two.
plane and scanned on a two-dimensional grid perpendicular to the beam, covering an area of 2 × 2 µm 2 with a step size of 100 nm. The test sample was nanostructured into a 1 µm-thick tungsten layer sputter deposited onto a 100 µm-thick CVD diamond substrate. The test patterns were arranged in an array of 40 × 40 identical star patterns, each approximately 2 × 2 µm 2 in size with structures ranging from 50 nm to 200 nm. As monochromatized XFEL pulses strongly fluctuate in intensity, two diffraction patterns were recorded at each scan point with a Princeton Instruments PIXIS-XF 2048B x-ray camera located 4.14 m behind the focus. For the ptychographic reconstruction, only diffraction patterns with intensities above a certain threshold were selected and normalized to the pulse intensity [9] . The ptychographic reconstruction yields both the complex transmission function of the object and a complex wave field. Since the ptychographic dataset is created by a large number of individual XFEL pulses, each slightly varying in shape and intensity, the complex illumination function represents an averaged illumination function produced by the nanofocusing optics. It yields detailed information about the nanofocused x-ray beam and is shown in the inset in Fig. 2 . As the wave field is given in amplitude and phase, it can be used to reconstruct the full caustic near the nanofocus (Fig. 2) or to model near field images recorded in magnifying geometry [32] .
In the following, we use this wave field to model the intensity distribution around the focus in the case of mild polychromaticity, i. e., for x-ray spectra with a bandwidth typical to SASE XFELs.
Chromaticity of x-ray lenses and limitations to focusing SASE pulses
The focal length of a compound refractive lens (CRL) is where ω 2 is the refractive power per unit length. R is the radius of curvature of the parabolic surfaces of a single biconcave lens, l its overall length, and δ the index of refraction decrement of the lens material [cf. Fig. 1b ) and eq. (2) below]. ω 2 can be expressed in terms of the geometric aperture radius R 0 by introducing a geometric factor β := R 2 0 /(lR) < 1 [ Fig. 1b)] . L = N l is the overall length of the compound lens made of N individual lenses [ Fig. 1c)] . In this article, CRLs are treated as thick optics, unless L is small compared to the focal length f , in which case the lens can be treated as optically thin.
For a complex refractive index n = 1 − δ + iβ, δ is given by
in the hard x-ray range. Here, n a is the number density of the atoms in the lens material, r 0 the classical electron radius, λ the wavelength of the x rays, and f 0 + f the real part of the atomic form factor in forward direction. Away from absorption edges of the lens material, f is nearly negligible and f 0 = Z corresponds to the atomic number of the material. Therefore, δ scales inversely with the square of the energy (δ ∝ E −2 ) for beryllium lenses in the hard x-ray range. From eqs. (1) and (2) the relative change in focal distance f as a function of energy can be derived:
For thin lenses, ωL is much smaller than one and ∆f /f = 2∆E/E. For the thickest conceivable lens, i. e., when the focus is at the exit of the lens stack, γ = 1. This chromaticity can be tolerated for nanofocusing, if the lateral beam size as a result of the chromaticity is smaller than the diffraction limited beam size, i. e.,
which is equivalent to require ∆f to be smaller or equal to the depth of focus. In general, α depends on the aperture function of the optic and the resolution criterium. For refractive lenses with Gaussian aperture, d t is the full width at half maximum of the Gaussian Airy disc and α = 2 √ 2 ln 2/π ≈ 0.75 [12] . NA is the numerical aperture given by
.
Here, µ is the linear attenuation coefficient of the lens material. D eff is the so-called effective aperture. Using eq. (4), the maximal energy bandwidth that can be tolerated in a given imaging geometry is
The intensity in the nominal focal plane (z = z 0 ) is an incoherent sum over the intensities of the wave fields for the different spectral modes:
Here, ρ(E) is the spectral density of the polychromatic beam and ψ(x, y, z, E) is the spatial component of the wave field for a given energy E. The beam broadening in the nominal 
In the case of a nearly Gaussian aperture, i. e., exp (−a p ) ≈ 0, D eff and d t scale proportional to √ f . In that regime, the relative influence of the chromaticity is independent of the focal length. The refractive optics that were used in the nanofocusing experiments at LCLS are not in this Gaussian regime. The parameters are such that the Gaussian aperture is clipped by the geometric aperture. Therefore, the influence of the focal length on the chromaticity is not negligible in this case. Fig. 3 shows the fraction of the broadening due to chromatic aberration relative to the diffraction limit:
If this quotient is smaller than one, the beam is dominated by the diffraction limit. If the quotient is larger than one, the nanofocus is dominated by chromatic effects. For the imaging parameters at the LCLS, i. e., f = 250 mm and ∆E/E ≈ 2 · 10 −3 , chromatic effects are already quite important, i. e., ∆f · NA/d t = 4.3. In the following section, we investigate the impact of chromaticity for this particular case.
Focusing broadband x rays and SASE pulses with CRLs made of beryllium
To show the influences of broadband x rays on chromatic optics, we modeled the focusing properties for two sets of beryllium CRLs at the mean energy of E = 8.194 keV. The first one is an ideal lens (without spherical aberrations) with the same imaging parameters as the real lens that was used in the LCLS nanofocusing experiment (N = 20, R = 50 µm, 2R 0 = 300 µm). The focal spot size for this optic is expected to be 115 nm (FWHM) with a depth-of-focus of roughly 200 µm. Since the dominating effect of small energy variations is a change in focal distance [c. f. eq. (3)], the expected beam profile can be determined by overlapping a single monochromatic profile at different shifted positions along the optical axis. This assumes that the wave-front shape ψ(x, y, z, E) [cf. eq. (7)] is not significantly changed for this mild polychromaticity, i. e., the focus remains similar in lateral distribution but shifts along the optical axis according to the chromatic aberration. We calculate the intensity distribution in the nominal focal plane by the convolution of the 3-dimensional intensity distribution with the spectral distribution function mapped onto the optical axis by eq. (3). We used several spectral distribution functions and compared the focusing results. The spectral distribution functions are shown in Fig. 4 .
The intensity distribution in the focal plane is shown for an ideal lens for the different energy spectra in Figure 5 a) and c). The focal spot size is already broadened at the base for ∆E/E = 1 × 10 −3 . Reason for this is the perfect focusing characteristic of this lens that is free of spherical aberrations. The depth-of-focus is determined by the diffraction limit and is about 200 µm. Since the beam is smeared by approximately by half a millimeter along the optical axis for a polychromaticity of ∆E/E = 1 × 10 −3 , the focal depth is clearly exceeded. Especially for the SASE spectrum one can see an even stronger broadening, since the spectral distribution is widely spread, with significant peaks well outside a Gaussian envelope (c. f. Fig.  4) .
The situation is different for the optic that has a spherical aberration. To determine the intensity distribution, we made use of the measured wave field obtained during the ptychography experiment described in section 2. For this optic, the spherical aberrations lead to an elongation of the effective depth-of-focus as well as a small increase in focal spot size. Using this profile for the convolution with the exact same spectra as before, the line plots in Fig. 5 b) and d) are obtained. The focus has dominant side-lobes even for the nearly monochromatic case. When increasing the energy bandwidth, the main effect is a shift of the whole distribution to higher intensities. The shape is only changing by a margin. A more detailed look for selected spectra is shown in Figure 6 . The most dominant effect in the beam caustics on the left is a blurring, while the overall shape of the beam waist seems nearly unaffected. Also the sections through the beam shown in Fig. 6 on the right taken in the plane marked with a white line in the profiles (Fig. 6 left) show mostly a smearing of the side lobes, while the central peak remains almost unchanged in size. The intensities in Fig. 5 are normalized to the peak intensity of the monochromatic beam. The relative gain in peak intensity for the polychromatic illumination is about one order of magnitude. The nanobeam generated by the ideal lens is more sensitive to chromatic aberration and thus the relative gain in peak intensity is slightly less than for the lens spherical aberration [compare Fig. 5a) and b) ]. However, when comparing absolute peak intensities, the ideal optic is about a factor of five higher than the one with spherical aberration for the monochromatic case.
Conclusions
In general, the bandwidth of SASE pulses from the Linac Coherent Light Source is too large to be able to neglect chromatic effects when nanofocusing XFEL pulses with compound refractive lenses. While the full-width-half-maxium size of the beam is only slightly affected, the chromatic aberration results in a significant increase in the intensity in the shoulders and the side maxima of the beam. If the optics have spherical aberrations, the chromatic effects may be obscured by these aberrations and become dominant only for larger bandwidths. This is the case for the parabolic refractive lenses used in our experiment at LCLS.
